
From: Adam Jurewich [ajurewich@anaqua.com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 02, 2016 6:55 PM 
To: Monroe, Pamela 
Subject: NO to AWE 

Adam & Andrea Jurewich 
53 Liberty Farm Road 
Antrim, NH 03440 
Pamela Monroe 
Administrator 
Site Evaluation Committee 
21 South Fruit Street, Suite 10 
Concord, NH 03301 
Ms. Monroe 
   My wife Andrea and I moved to a 38 acre parcel in the North Branch of Antrim in September 
2014. We moved from Massachusetts, away from the sounds of the city, its congestion, constant 
construction and pollution, with plans to start a family in a quiet, serene location. After seeing 
this property, all the outdoor activities around us, and the quaint country feeling in the woods, we 
made an immediate offer. Our first hike behind our new house, abutting Windsor Mountain, was 
on October 5th 2014. It was the most amazing view, as seen below, taken that same day: 

 
  
We have just welcomed our son Thomas, now 3 months old, to our family. We have been active 
with him on our property from the moment we brought him home. We make use of our property 
and have invested a lot of time to make it welcoming to family and friends. We want to share the 
beautiful sights and excitement of this special part of New Hampshire. Here we are with Thomas 



at one and half months old at the same spot: 

 
As you can see in the background of each picture, is the topic of concern for us and many other 
Antrim residents: Tuttle Hill and the proposed site of the Antrim Wind Energy project. 
We are wholly opposed to the plans for the destruction of this pristine environment for the 
benefit or a private corporation. We have read all the news articles, meeting testimony and even 
read into both sides of this long standing battle. We are still not convinced that a project of this 
magnitude will not have a significant impact on the surrounding wildlife and our own quality of 
life, to which we’ve become accustomed. 
Although this plan has been rejected twice previously, AWE seems persistent in this project. 
Despite the seemingly insignificant revisions to this plan, AWE is still proposing their largest 
project ever, with no previous project of this scale. How can we put our trust into this private 
company? 
In conclusion, we hope the SEC rejects AWE’s proposal for a third and final time. If this 
proposal is passed we will certainly consider listing our house to move outside of Antrim. 
  
Sincerely,  
Adam & Andrea Jurewich 
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